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Models by Year Year Choose your Buick Model. Buick is a registered trademark of General
Motors Company. See all trademarks. Guaranteed To Fit Providing you the highest quality,
direct fit replacement auto parts enforced to the strictest product standards. USA Customer
Support Exceeding customers' expectations every day, our team of passionate auto enthusiasts
are here to help. Instructional Video Library Thousands of how-to auto repair videos specific to
year, make and model guide you step-by-step through your repair. Terms of Use Privacy Policy.
Narrow Your Results: Select your year, make, model to find parts that fit Before proceeding,
select your Vehicle, to verify this Part will fit. Year So naturally, GMC is extending Denali
variants to almost every one of its vehicles, save its ancient Savana van. No surprise, Buick
desperately wants in on this action and it's attempting to do so with its Avenir sub-brand. Does
Avenir match Denali's panache, pizazz, and value? So equipped, we concluded, the Enclave
Avenir was America's ultimate stigma-free luxury minivan. This time around we'll assess how
well its interior coddles occupants. Our test subject featured a chestnut brown interior with
ebony accents, the alternative being all ebony. This warm, almost cordovan hue adorned the
seats, instrument panel, and door panel inserts, with everything else below the belt in black and
everything above in off-white. Satin chrome and glossy wood-tone trim accents adorned the
dash, center console, and door panels. The dashboard's wood trim fades to black as it
approaches the piano-black panel housing the knobs the infotainment controls. It's an
interesting look, but one that makes it look fake, which it is. Genuine wood is featured on the
top center section of the steering wheel, however. The grain, gloss, and soft feel of the plastics
used on the door uppers and the lower part of the dash is pleasing, and even harder plastics
that are out of reach look identical to the soft stuffâ€”at least in the first two rows; the third row
is surrounded by shiny cheap plastic. The front seats feature perforated centers, contrast light
gray piping, and French stitching. Embroidered logos on the headrests claw back some luxury
points from the plasti-wood. The Avenir's instrument cluster includes a larger 8. Sport mode
features a large, round central speedometer; Touring places a digital speed readout at the top of
the display. The two, round gauge clusters on either side feature conventional needles that
complement a tachometer, temp, and fuel gauges. There are also analog-look digital gauges for
oil temp and voltage. The climate control temperatures are presented as blurry-looking
old-fashioned LCD segments that do not scream luxury. That kind of dough buys a lot of tablets
with screens way bigger than Buick's 8. There's a wireless charging pad, a volt outlet, and a
smattering of USB jacks, though none is of the new, faster-charging USB-C style. There is a

comforting dearth of buttons on the dash of the Enclave Avenir. The touchscreen is flanked by
six large buttons, controlling the traction control, all-wheel drive, drive modes, hazard lamps,
parking distance warning, and lane-departure warning system. We should note that
all-wheel-drive now retains your last setting when restarting, so it can be left off all summer for
fuel economy and on all winter for additional peace of mind. The touchscreen gets a volume
knob and four handy buttons, which make it easy to navigate through the infotainment system's
menus. The front seats can easily be adjusted to provide excellent support, and they feature
four-way lumbar adjustment with a massage function. But only the passenger-side chair
provides third-row access; the left seat merely folds flat for cargo. A handle midway up the right
seatback tilts and slides that seat forward. Sadly, it doesn't remember its last seat track setting,
which could imperil third-row kneecaps. Such penny-pinching is unbecoming of a brand with
luxury aspirations. The third row is reasonably roomy but optimized for kids. Three little loops
are provided on the backrests for attaching those shoulder-belt relocators that improve comfort
and safety for little kids using child seats. Adults will complain of insufficient thigh support and
find less headroom than in the Buick's less rakish Chevy Traverse cousin. The Enclave Avenir
features a bin beneath the center console to hold a large purse. It's accessible by either the
driver or passenger. The glove box is roomy, and the center console has a deep bin with a
removable two-compartment tray just under the lid. The rear door armrests incorporate both a
cupholder and a cubby bin. In the way back of the Enclave Avenir, there's a giant bin beneath
the floor that provides two bag hooks. There is none in the rest of the cargo hold. The jack and
mini-spare live under this bin. Third-row seats fold electrically via switches in the cargo
areaâ€”provided the middle row seats aren't reclined or in their aftmost positions, where they
interfere with folding. Although the ride and handling afforded by the Avenir's Technology
package are class-leading and that the Avenir's interior makes a great first impression, these
features can't overcome the fact that this package needs some work if Buick seriously expects
to lure and retain luxury clientele. To start, don't nickel and dime buyers for must-haves such as
the smoothest-riding suspension. Make the materials uniformly authenticâ€”real wood in front,
the best plastics throughout. And for Pete's sake, make both captain's chairs slide forward and
stop where they were originally set. Close Ad. Watch Originals. Join MotorTrend. Or is the top
Avenir trim a crass money grab? Frank Markus Author. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter.
The Buick Enclave comes in a total of 4 trims with each trim offering more than the lower one.
The Buick Enclave's interior will remain mostly unchanged from The lowest trim gets cloth
upholstery, while the other sport leather upholstery and the highest model gets genuine wood
trim. Nonetheless, the overall look and feel of the interior are eye-catching at first glance. The
dashboard is made out of plastic with leather trim covering the front area facing the driver. It
looks quite attractive with a classic gauge cluster and a cool shaped center infotainment screen
and AC vents, outlined by a chrome trim. There are physical buttons below the screen for
climate control that blend into the center console. The vents for driver and passenger are on
either end of the dash, as usual. The front row is pretty comfy and nifty, with good headroom
and ample legroom. As already mentioned, the base trim offers cloth upholstery, while the
higher models feature plush leather. On higher trims, ventilated front row seats with lumbar
support are offered. Overall, the front row is spacious and comfortable with reasonable height
adjustment for the ideal driving position. The second row features two captain seats with light
bolstering and two comfortable armrests. The headroom and legroom are more than enough to
fit an average adult, more than what the competition offers at this price point. They can fold
down to provide passage to the third row. AC vents are also available, one for occupants. The
second row, overall, is pretty comfortable too. The third is a little crammed with an average
barely having any legroom, albeit the headroom is decent. Three people can theoretically come
back here, and the seats are nothing special, just regular lightly bolstered seats. The third row
also gets AC vents for climate control. There are two sunroofs, one for the front row and one for
the second row. The front row sunroof can be opened to illuminate the cabin. The Enclave
offers tri-zone climate control as standard. All are seven-seater SUVs except the Cadillac, with
two rows only. The third-row legroom is still more spacious in the Buick. There are USB ports at
all three rows' disposal. The base trim comes with six speakers, and the higher trims upgrade it
to a Bose premium audio system. The Enclave offers a standard cargo capacity of With the
tailgate open, the load height is fair, with a ground clearance of about 7. The Buick trumps all of
its rivals with its huge cavernous storage capacity. The Cadillac, being a two-row SUV, offers
better standard cargo area but pales compared to the other three in total cargo volume. The
Acura also offers a large cargo area, but the Buick wins this easily. There are also decent
storage spaces inside the cabin. For starters, the first, second, and third rows all get their own
set of cup holders. The center console is reasonably deep, and the glove box can fit quite a few
items. Yes, the Buick Enclave is a massively spacious vehicle that can let you haul your family
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ur neighbors for a picnic. You can pretty much fit anything into that massive interior with all the
seats down and ride away. With space and decent fuel economy figures to back it up, the
Enclave is genuinely brimming with every bit of practicality that you paid for. Worth the hype
and is very comfortable. I'm 6. Besides, seat warmers make it even more ideal for winters. What
goes against the wonderful driving experience is the slick steering wheel. Read all Reviews.
Whether the question is daily work drives or the occasional family trips, Enclave knows how to
keep everyone happy and comfortable. The performance of the car is outstanding and definitely
enough to drive pretty comfortably whether it? Rawat Automotive Journalist. Essence 4dr SUV
3. RT Reuben M. Best designed american SUV. Pros - Top class performance, wireless charging,
and comfortable interior. Cons - High in cost. JL Joseph D. Good for everyday regular driving
but breaks down with ease. Similar Cars. Top User Reviews 8.

